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Crammar Mapping: The Spanishl Condilionai Tense as Presenled in Personajes.

The book that I have chosen for this assignment is Personajes. Personajes, plJblished in

1992, was the text used in my second year post-seco[dary Spardsh class in 1993. Ifeelit

impoftant to point out to the reader the year ofpublication because much has changed, for the

better, in the field of foreign language instruction. I should refrain from making an early

judgrnent ofthe text in this assignment, how€vsr, I cannot help but to say that those familiar with

the ACTFL guidelines would undoubtedly be horrified at even a quick glance thrcugh

Personajes. I will explain the origins ofthis horror below as we examine how the conditional

tens€ is presented in the text.

Bgfore exanining where the Spanish conditional tense maps onto the ACTFL guidelines

and where it is presented in Personajes, onemust take a closer look at the tense itsell Wemust

determine ifconditional expressions in Spanish arc limited to explicit use ofthe conditional

tense-the -ia endings added to the infinitive; hablaria, viviria, pondria----or ifother less explicit

ways of expressing the conditional exist and, ifso, are they all mastered or acquired at the same

level? Indeed, expression of the conditional in Spanish is not limited to use of the conditional

verb tense but also includes conditional sentences. When one thinks of conditional sentences

one typically thinks of the "si" clause. Si-clauses are composed of two parts: the condition

containing the si, and the consequence. Si-clauses, however, require compound tenses and often

I Beoause ofthe reader's known familiarity with the Spanish language, I am purpos€ly omittins Spanisb-Eng1;sh llya-,'ts.
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use both the present and past subjunctive. Even those unfaoiliar with ACTFL studies should

recognize that acquisition of conditional sentences might occur at a higher level than conditional

verb fofm acquisition due to their complex coNtruction. The conditional is also used when

softening rcquests-nx e gustaria txr caf' conleche, podria pasamte la sal? Here, we might

expect the new speaker of Spanish to be able to use softened requests but such use of conditional

verb foms most likely results from memorized stluctules. Such use of memorized strucfures do

not necessarily indicate an understanding or mastery of the grammar feature.

So, what do the ACTFL guidelines have to say about the conditional? Before this

question is answered, we must establish some reference points whereby we may compare the

mapped grammar featue against the second year text and the students who use it. We will

assume that the average student who enters second year Spanish has an ACTFL rating of

-

,l'*n
infermediate-mid and will have by year's end achieved a proficiency mting of advanced, possibly

advanced plus. We should expect, th€n, that the material pr€sented in the text grudually moves

from an IM level to an A+ level. Furthefilore, and taking into consideration Krashen's ideas ofi

+ l, we should also not be surprised to find some material conesponding to the ACTFL superior

level logically presented in the second half ofthe text.

According to ACTFL, the advanced student "can communicate facts . . . and can explain

points ofview, in an uncomplicated fashion' on concrete subjects "but cannot conjectue or

coherently support an opinion" (ACTFL'z). They are able to'harrate, describe, and explain in

past, present, and future tirne" and "can linl< sentences together in limited discourse by using

conjunctions and subordinate clauses" although many mistakes should be expect€d (ACTFL).

From this description, we can place the acquisition ofconditional sentences irl the superior

category where the superior speaker can use all compound tenses, a requiement of conect use or

' I will llse "ACTFL' to indicate citations from lhe ACTFL suidelines.
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understanding ofthe the si-clause. Regular and coEect use ofthe si-clause impli€s the student

can hypothesize, speak about abshact topics, and has a strcng control of grammar-all

characteristic ofthe superior rating. Accuate use ofthe conditional verb tense, then, most likely

occurs at the Advanced level where the student's discou$e is marked by paragraphs, not simple

sentences, but lacks the sophistication required to successfully and regularly use the more

complicated conditional sentence. Complete mastery ofthe conditional verb as exernplified in

softened requests also falls in the advanced category. The oral interviewer must not be fooled by

the clever interviewee who may frequ€ntly use expressions such as "me gustaria ir a la playa" or

even'luisiera comprarme una coca-cola" which uses not the conditional verb tens€ but th€

imperfect subjunctive. Such expressions ernployed by the intermediate speaker fall under the

content of "midmum couiesy requirem€nts" which do not necessarily imply understanding and

mastery of the grammar feature.

Ttrc f ct that Perso ajes presents all three manifestations ofthe conditional does not pose

a problen. That they are all presented exclusively on two pages in the middle ofthe book,

perhaps, does. By about the middle of the book we would hope that the student is at or near the

beginning ofthe advanced level. Using Krashen's i +l method we can expect to see featues of

the superior level but we certainly would have to question the value of grouping so much

information together and then failing to follow up with appropriate activilies. kr Pelso ajes, the

student is given one activity after two pages ofpresentation on the conditional. The activity

consists of converting ten sentences given in the infinitive into si-clause sentences. It is hardly

worth our tim€ to attempt to find some sort ofpedagogical value irl this sectron of Personajes

given what we now know about language acquisition and instruction techniques.
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This led me to dig deeper into the book to see how it prcsents other topics tlpical ofthe

superior level. I needed no more than to tum to the previous pa9e wherc Personojes presents the

imperfect subjunctive and helps the student further by explaining both the -ra and the -se forms

of this tensg. It appears that Pel.rordje.r prcsents its mat€rial in grammatical chunks rather than

contextually. This is something we might expect to find in a textbook published in 1992 prior to

publication ofthe ACTFL guidelires. Furtler aaalysis ofthe book ledmeto discover that quite

early, page 53 in fact, Personcies explains the differences between ser and estar, and on page 88,

the differences between the imperfect and pretedt past tenses. Mastery ofthese distinctions does

not happen until much later in the L2 student's acquisition so I must argue as to the validity of

their early placement in this text and that in a non-contextual manner.

My last observation of Personajes is ofthe realia contained therein. Realia at the

beginning levels of language acquisition has been proven to be of great use. The "realia,"

however, contained in this text are composed of some very high quality color photographs placed

between each ofthe ten units as well as computer diawings and digital stick figures that have

little to do with the contexts in which they are presented. Some of the pictures do not match their

descriptions. On page 209, for example, one finds a photograph of an indigenous wedding in

Peru portrays seveml [ative Peruvians. The caption, however, reads "boda en la localidad de

Chincha Alta, Peru, donde la mayoria de la poblaci6n es de ascerdencia africana" (enphasis

mine). With magnifying glass, I have yet to find a person in the photo that comes close to

having the appearance ofhaving African ancestry.

Cleatly, Persohajes does not follow the ACTFL guidelines (ofcouse w€ must take into

considemtion the date of publication) nor ACTFL methodology. Both text books and second

language instruction as well as our understanding of SLA havg improved greatly over the past
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decade, I am thankful for this for its application can only facilitate the acquisition of second

languages. It would be int€resting to see ifPe,"soriajes is strll in publication and to see ifand

how they have adapted to ACTFL suggestions. I am gratefirl for having completed this

assigoment as I feel it has significantly increased my awareness to the importance not only of the

ACTFL guidelines but to their propo application to clas$ooms and classroom matedals.


